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Zubri™ Portable Heater 
Extend your patio and tent use through the cooler seasons with 
portable radiant heaters. Zubri™ heats approximately a 300 square 
foot area. No tools are necessary to assemble and it comes with its 
own hard-shell carrying case. The heater utilizes 20 pound propane 
tank and is for outdoor use only.

•	 Portable;	legs	detach	for	storage	and	transport
•	 Complete	with	hard-shell	carrying	case	and	carrying	bag	for	reflector
•	 40,000	Btu/hour	maximum;	adjustable	heat	control
•	 Tip	switch

For heater design and selection assistance, please call Customer Care at 1.800.779.3267

High Intensity Gas Infrared Heaters
The HotZone® high intensity gas heater delivers a large amount of radiant heat to a small area from a long distance. Heaters are 
available with standard lenses for larger area heating or HotZone linear an oval spot pattern or circular spot IRLens® for more  
focused heating. The HotZone high intensity gas heater use natural gas or propane heaters and are for indoor use only, not  
recommended for home or garage use. 

Schaefer’s K Series two-stage high intensity heaters maintain precise control of inside temperatures. Providing a soft heat  
‘low fire’ and jumping to ‘high fire’ on demand for lower energy costs and controlled comfort levels.

Schaefer Low Intensity Gas Infrared Heaters
Schaefer’s low intensity tube heaters deliver large amounts of heat to large areas from 
overhead heaters. The heaters are ideal for factories, warehouses, and arenas that are 
not equipped with forced air heating systems. The low intensity heaters offer the same  
amount of comfort as with forced air heating but at a 6°F to 10°F lower temperature  
set point. They are easy to install and inexpensive to operate.
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Radiant Heaters 

Heater Series Fuel Power Mounts Control Voltage

HotZone Linear Heaters Propane	or	Natural	Gas	 70,	110	or	175	mBtu/hr Chain 115V,	24V,	Millivolt

HotZone Spot Heaters Propane	or	Natural	Gas 35,	70	or	110	mBtu/hr Chain 115V,	24V,	Millivolt

K-Series Heaters Propane	or	Natural	Gas 30	-	200	mBtu/hr;	2-stage	available Chain 115V,	24V,	Millivolt
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Portable Electric Infrared Heaters
Ideal for a wide variety of indoor and  
outdoor spot heating applications where 

gas heaters are inappropriate. These highly efficient electric infrared 
heaters are equipped with a lobster-eye inspired IRLens® to focus 
the heat to a spot. They raise the temperature of people or objects 
in the spot by 15°F or more and are designed for easy set-up, tear 
down and transport.

HZE15120AF HZS30240CARTHZE15120BTP

Model Description Power (Watts) Mounts Volts Cord Length (feet)

HZE15120BTP Curved	Back,	Black	Aluminum	 1500 Tripod	Stand 120 9

HZE15120AF Curved	Back,	Aluminum 1500 Floor	Stand 120 9

HZS30240CART Square	Back,	Aluminum 3000 Portable	Cart 240 25Limited

Quantity
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